LAB RAT AMNESIA RESULTS---QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY

My cute little lab rat, it was great fun reading your questionnaire responses. Like I said, there were no right or wrong answers, just honest responses, which you gave Me. you may remember I was testing and measuring the control My POST HYPNOTIC suggestions had on your subconscious and conscious mind. Whether you forgot the sessions but were triggered by your subconscious to obey and repurchase the file OR whether you remembered the session and simply consciously obeyed because you always consciously obey My instructions. 

A slight majority had amnesia and were subconsciously triggered. But I was so pleased that everyone who got the notifications, obeyed. And after all, Obedience to Domina is Pleasure. you have shown how well you have been trained and conditioned to simple obey. That’s why I love having you as My lab rat. And thanks for volunteering for future experiments. 

Let Me share a few of My favorite reactions to the Experiment, so you can see why it was a 100% success. Do you identify with any of these reactions?

“i live to be Controlled and Dominated by You. i am at my happiest when i know that Your Thoughts live within me and influence my everyday decisions. My sole pleasure is Serving, Obeying, Sacrificing and Pleasing You.” (PERFECT!)

“I'm still your lab 🐀”

“I CAME SOoo Many Times DOMINA!”

“When i was triggered to re-purchase the file, my mind just went blank and the whole purchase happened very automatically like i was some kind of robot.”

“These days I am feeling more submissive and craving your control more than ever.”

“Truly I don't remember much about the file.”

“Dazed and Confused”

“I for sure continued buying the File, as well as delete them to obey you. The amnesia had absolutely nothing to do with it. It all was driven by my obedience towards you.”

“Relaxed, very aroused and extremely submissive. i always enjoy how dominant and powerful Your voice and suggestions are and although i remembered all of the session, i very much appreciate how much i wanted to forget just to submit completely to Your authority.”

“Good obedient...because told to.”

“I felt very aroused and submissive and quite hazy and foggy. What happened?”

“I feel I’ve been trained to obey without thought and without question, so I wanted to obey You to please You.”

“I felt GOOD and literally EUPHORIC about the constant amnesia. I didn’t think much about it and just ENJOYED the arousal and the happy feeling that came with it.”

“Yes, because I absolutely crave completely submitting to You.”  

“Anything that has to do with giving up control of my life and submitting to Domina.”

Aaaaah, My little puppies….. just what a Domina loves to hear from an obedient slave.

